APACHE BELT CUTTERS
Apache’s belt cutter is an easier, safer, and faster
option to cut new belts for equipment maintenance.
It also achieves a much straighter cut than the
typical utility knife and carpenter’s square cuts.
XX Movable

guide fence ensures accurately squared
belt
XX Ideal for use on lightweight, industrial belting up
to 9/16" thick
XX Excellent for our Volta and PVC belts, as well as
many others
XX Telescoping handle easily extends an additional
10" for greater cutting leverage
XX Maintenance kit available for easy upkeep
XX 1-year tool warranty
XX Made in the USA
The Apache belt cutter is the perfect tool for cutting
belt quickly, safely, and accurately — every time.

PART#

DESCRIPTION

25500007

13" Belt Cutter

*Other sizes may be available upon request. Contact us at
800.553.5455 to find out more.

AFTER EVERY 100 CUTS, it is
recommended that you lubricate the wear
points of the pins and bearings. Use a light oil,
such as a 10W motor oil, and apply frequently
where indicated. Doing this will prevent the
machine from wearing out prematurely. Easy
maintenance kit options and replacement
components are also available.

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE
Extend the life of your Apache belt cutter
with Apache’s belt cutter maintenance tools
and replacement parts. We have a complete
maintenance kit option available, or items can
be purchased individually.
Each maintenance kit includes:
� Replacement blade
� Blade lubricant
� Bearing grease
� Honing stone

PART#

DESCRIPTION

25500008

13" Replacement Belt Cutter Anvil

25500009

13" Replacement Belt Cutter Blade

25500010

13" Belt Cutter Maintenance Kit

25500058

Belt Cutter Stand

25500059

Belt Cutter Honing Stone

25500060

Belt Cutter Blade Lubricant

REPLACEMENT ANVILS

REPLACEMENT BLADES

MAINTENANCE KITS

BELT CUTTER STAND

HONING STONE

BLADE LUBRICANT
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